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bstract. Experimental results about efficient band-edge
ight coupling into two-dimensional planar photonic crystals
y the use of a gradual interface are reported. It is shown

hat a chirp of both the lattice period and the hole diameter
n short lengths below 3 �m allows maintaining high optical

ransmission spectra close to the band-gap frequency where
trongly dispersive phenomena can be exploited. If com-
ared with nonoptimized structures, increased optical levels
y 15 to 20 dB are obtained using gradual tapering
tages. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Photonic crystals �PhCs�, which are periodically corru-
ated optical media, have received a growing interest in
ecent years due to their ability to tailor light properties at
he wavelength scale. Most of these efforts have been de-
oted to photonic band-gap properties for light guiding and
esign of ultra-high-quality factor cavities.1–3 More recenty,
ttention has been paid to the strong dispersive properties
f planar photonic crystals.4,5 Collimation, superlensing,
nd superprism phenomena have been reported in PhCs us-
ng specific tailoring of the PhC isofrequency surfaces.5,6

uch properties have opened opportunities to control the
ropagation direction and the profiles of optical beams in
eriodically corrugated planar optical media.

In most cases, light is injected from a slab optical wave-
uide and impinges at the interface between this homoge-
eous medium and the PhC area, leading to mechanisms of
ight refraction through the excitation of evancescent and
ropagative Bloch modes in the periodic medium. Beam
haping properties can be exploited only if a significant
raction of incident light power is coupled into the PhC
rea, i.e., if the impedance mismatch between the two me-
ia has been carefully taken into account using some taper-
ng strategy.7

Previous works have adressed this problem in the case
f light coupling from optical strip waveguides to PhC
aveguides,8–10 but only a few works have specifically

dressed this problem in the case of light coupling into

091-3286/2009/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
ptical Engineering 070501-
half-space photonic crystals. In Ref. 11, an immitance
matching strategy has been proposed to minimize the re-
flected power at the interface with semi-infinite PhCs. Mo-
meni and co-workers have also proposed an adiabatic
matching approach for coupling of light into planar PhCs,12

while Lee and co-workers have explored a method based
on anti-reflection PhC layers.13 Modifying the shapes of
holes was also proposed in Ref. 14, but the technological
feasiblity of etching such holes was then not considered.
Moreover, all these works have adressed the problem only
from a theoretical point of view.

In this letter, we report experimental results showing the
benefit of a gradual PhC interface to increase optical power
transmission in periodically corrugated media up to the first
PhC band-gap frequency of strong index contrast slab
PhCs, i.e., in the slow light regime. Among the possible
applications, this could serve to strengthen optical nonlin-
ear effects in integrated optical devices.

Experimental optical transmission across a nonopti-
mized square PhC area, i.e., with no gradual interface, is
presented first. In a second step, it is compared with the
same PhC region optimized with gradual stages at both
input and output ends.

Figure 1 shows a scanning electron microscope �SEM�
view of the realized experimental device. It consists of a
300-nm lattice parameter square PhC of circular airholes of
normalized radius r /a=0.26 etched in a silicon-on-
insulator �SOI� wafer with a 220-nm-thick top silicon film
separated from the Si substrate by a 1-�m SiO2 layer. Re-
fractive slab waveguides were defined using a RAITH150
electron beam lithography process using negative resist.
The PhC structure was separately insolated by means of a
lithography process with positive resist. The photoresist
patterns were transferred to the 150-nm-thick top silica
cladding layer using a reactive ion etching system. This
layer served as a mask to etch the silicon film through a
SF6 /O2 anisotropic etching process.

The PhC area is made of 39 rows of holes, and the input
and output SOI strip waveguides have widths of 12 �m and
20 �m, respectively. These waveguides allow light injec-
tion and light collection, respectively, in the perpendicular
direction with respect to the PhC lattice interface, i.e., in
the �–X direction.

Figure 2 shows the square PhC dispersion diagram cal-
culated using the 3-D guided-wave expansion method re-
ported in Ref. 15 In the wavelength range of interest above
1500 nm, the normalized frequency a /� is typically lower

Fig. 1 �a� Large-scale SEM view of the realized PhC inserted in a
100 �m�100 �m slab waveguide area with 12-�m-wide input and
20 �m-wide output SOI strip waveguides: the output waveguide
width was chosen to ensure full light collection in spite of beam
divergence occuring in the slab waveguide area after the PhC re-
gion. �b� Detailed SEM view of the PhC area.
July 2009/Vol. 48�7�1
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han 0.2, and a photonic band gap is visible in the �–X
irection near the first band of the square PhC.

The experimental characterization was based on a setup
sing a tunable semiconductor laser in the spectral range
etween 1575 and 1625 nm. A linearly polarized light
eam was coupled into an input waveguide with a
olarization-maintaining lensed-fiber using a butt-coupling
echnique. The output light was collected by a 40� objec-
ive and was measured with a large-area IR detector.

The exact value of the hole diameter was obtained from
he comparison of the �–X band-gap frequency estimated
sing 3-D finite difference time domain �FDTD� simula-
ions and from experimental optical transmission spectra.
igure 3 shows this comparison for the best hole diameter
f d=155 nm. High-frequency fringes are visible in the ex-
erimental curve due to parasistic Fabry-Pérot reflections
hat have been hereafter filtered.

Light coupling at the edge of band 1 was further inves-
igated by considering the possible tapering of the interface.
s pointed out in Ref. 12, light reflection at the input/

ig. 2 Dispersion diagram of an asymmetrical planar airhole SOI
hC �bottom cladding is oxide and top cladding is air� calculated
sing the 3-D guided-wave expansion method described in Ref. 15.
ilicon, oxide, and air lines are visible.

ig. 3 Comparison between the 3-D FDTD calculated spectrum of
he device described in Fig. 1 and the related experimental optical
pectrum showing the good agreement between simulation and
ample characterization for d=155 nm.
ptical Engineering 070501-
output interfaces near the PhC band edge is primarily due
to group velocity mismatch between fast and slow waves.
Here, the fast mode is related to the slab waveguide mode
excited in the 100 �m�100 �m slab waveguide area be-
fore the light arrival at the interface with the PhC area.

In order to increase the light coupling efficiency within
the PhC area, 10 rows of holes were added at both input
and output interfaces. From the desired PhC lattice at the
center, a chirp was introduced in the �–X direction �only�
for both the lattice parameter and hole diameter, respec-
tively. The lattice parameter in the n’th row of holes
�10�n�1�� was taken as 98% of the previous value ob-
tained for the �n−1�’th one. A similar chirp was introduced
for the hole diameter, but with a 97% decrease rate instead
of 98%. The final lattice parameter and hole diameter val-
ues were then 245 nm and 115 nm, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the calculated light group velocity for
the first band in the �–X direction for the 10 different
PhCs corresponding to the sets of lattice period and hole
diameter values of the input/output tapering stages. It high-
lights the operation of gradual decrease of light group ve-
locity in order to suppress the impedance mismatch be-
tween fast and slow waves at the interface between the slab
waveguide and the 2-D PhC area.

For the practical realization of the PhC device, proxim-
ity effects during e-beam lithography steps were taken into
account. We realized for this a specific characterization al-
lowing the estimation of the correct resist exposure to mini-
mize proximity effects.16 The whole technological process
allowed the fabrication of graded PhCs, i.e., fabrication tol-
erances did not prevent the possible use of physical effects
due to lattice and hole diameter chirps.

Figure 5 shows an SEM view of the realized chirped
PhC.

Figure 6 shows the experimental comparison between
the initial PhC structure �without tapers� and the final PhC
one �with tapers�. It shows the benefit coming from the use
of a gradual interface to efficiently inject light in the peri-
odically corrugated optical medium. In this case, high-

Fig. 4 Light group velocity in the �–X direction for 10 different
PhCs. The lattice parameter and hole diameter values of these
PhCs have been chosen to correspond to those of the 10 rows of
holes of the input and ouput tapers of the device shown in Fig. 5.
July 2009/Vol. 48�7�2
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requency ��0.8 nm−1� oscillations, due to parasistic
abry-Pérot cavities were removed from the experimental
esults.

To conclude, planar PhCs have interesting properties to
ontrol light beam profiles and dispersion properties, but
ight has to be first efficiently injected into periodic media.

e report in this paper experimental results about the pos-
ible use of a gradual interface to inject light in semi-

ig. 5 SEM view of the chirped PhC output interface after correction
f proximity effects: 98% and 97% of lattice and hole diameter
hirps, respectively, have been considered from each additional row
f holes for the last 10 rows of holes.

ig. 6 Comparison between experimental optical transmission
pectra with and without the optical tapers described in the captions
f Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
ptical Engineering 070501-
infinite PhC areas. This approach is an efficient way to
maximize light coupling into corrugated media, at least
when power reflection is due to a group velocity mismatch
between different regions. Such a result shows the possibil-
ity of exciting Bloch waves of planar PhCs close the pho-
tonic band-gap edge. This is interesting from a practical
point of view, as most giant dispersive effects are obtained
in this wavelength regime.
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